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Neural network modeling of the ionospheric electron
content at global scale using G PS data
M. Herngndez-Pajares,J. M. Juan, and J. Sanz
Research Group of Astronomy and Space Geodesy, UniversRat Polit•cnica de Catalunya
Barcelona, Spain

Abstract. The adaptative classificationof the rays receivedfrom a constellationof geodetic

satellites(the GlobalPositioningSystem(GPS)) by a set of groundreceiversis performed
usingneural networks. This strategy allowsus to improvethe reliability of reconstructingthe
ionosphericelectron distribution from GPS data. As an example, we present the evolution

at globalscaleof the radiallyintegratedelectrondensity(total electroncontent(TEC)) for
October 18, 1995, coincidingwith an important geomagneticstorm.

Introduction

L2 (•_1.2 GHz) [see,for example,Seebet,1993, p.

Problem

As is well known, the ionosphereis the part of the
Earth atmospherethat containsfree ions, reaching a
maximum density at typical heights of 300-400 kin.
It causesa frequency-dependentdelay in the propagated electromagneticsignals, being proportional to
the integrated density of electronsalong the path I,

209-349]. In the GPS user segment,it is possible
to get a few hours later the public domain data
gathered from a global network of permanent receivers, such as the International GPS Service for Geo-

dynamics(IGS), [Zumberge
et al., 1994],with more
than 100 stations distributed worldwide, mainly concentrated in the northern hemisphere, in North America, and in Europe.

alsocalledslant total electroncontent(STEC) [see,
for example,Davies,1990,page73]. This is a distort-

Model

ing physical effect for spacegeodesyand satellite telecommunication activities that can be used in positive
to estimate the global distribution of the free electrons in the atmosphere, from dual-frequency delay

one million delays collected each day in the IGS net-

observations.
Data

and

Goals

The amountof data implied,however(morethan
work), jointly with its inhomogeneous
distribution,
makes it difficult to solve the problem, so that new
algorithmsand strategiesmust be consideredin order
to perform the tomography of the ionosphere. Several approacheshas been developedrecentlyby some
authors.

To achievethis objective, we need during a certain
time interval a high samplingrate of the atmosphere,
with as many rays in as many orientations as possible. Nowadays, the unique system that provides
so many observations,continuously and on a planet-

erenceframe, using the Kalman filter to update the
TEC. This strategy is adapted to the data, i.e., it

Sardon et al., [1994] estimatesthe total electron
content(TEC) for eachGPS receiver,in a localref-

ary scale,is the Global PositioningSystem(GPS).

provides more TEC estimations where more receivers

Its spacesegment contains a constellationwith more
than 24 satellites continuouslyemitting carrier and

are available. However, this method is not adequate
for global TEC modelingusinga high numberof sta-

codephasesin two frequencies:L1 (•1.6 GHz) and

Paper number 97RS00431.

tions(50 or more) due to the very high computation
load that introducesthe use of Kalman filtering for
eachupdateepoch(each2 min in that work).
Wilsonet al., [1995]and Juan et al., [1997]avoid
the high update frequency in the Kalman filtering

0048-6604/ 97/ 97RS-00431$11.00

by choosingan inertial referenceframe. However, in
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both works the orthogonalbasis in which the TEC

same GPS measurements, due to the effects of the

distributionis explained(sphericalharmonicsand
regularcells(boxels),respectively)
is not adaptedto

ionosphere(a dispersivemedium)on the phaseand
groupdelayof theelectromagnetic
(EM) wavescrossing this media, Asg, Asp. As is well known[see,
for example,Davies, 1990, page73], the delays(in
meters) are related to the STEC I in electronsper

the data.

In this paper we mainly discussthe different data
analysis problems encounteredin the estimation of
the ionospheric electron distribution using ground
data from the IGS network and the solutions adopted, emphasizingthe adaptative clusteringof the rays
using the Kohonen neural network algorithm. This
techniquewill be applied for bidimensionalmodeling
of the overall ionosphere,i.e., at global scale, in an
inertial reference frame generatingcells adapted in
size to the variable sparsity of the data.
Model
Scenario

square meter and the frequency of the signal f in
hertz:
40.3I

Asg
- -Asp
- f=

(1)

For the Global Positioning System, in particular,
as was commented above, the satellites are orbiting
•20,000 km above the Earth surface and transmit

codeswithintwo carriers:L1 (fl - 1.6 GHz) andL2
(f2 •- 1.2 GHz). Then,eachobservation
of GPS code
and phasebetweena givenreceiveri and a satellite

J (P,•,,i
andL•i, respectively,
inthefrequency
f•)is
affectedby an ionospheric
delay(equation(1)), which

ure with a certain samplingrate (i.e., one time per
30 s) the ionosphericdelaysexperiencedby the rays
receivedfrom the visiblesatellites(i.e., 4-8). These

depends on the frequency. This dependenceMlows
us to eliminate these delays using the ionosphericfree combination of the correspondingobservations
in L1 and L2. Nevertheless, if we are interested on
modeling the radiMly integrated electron density of

rays crossdifferent parts of the nearby ionosphereto
the respective station. Between observation epochs
the Earth rotates, and the part of the sounded.iono-

the ionosphereT (Mso cMled totM electroncontent
(TEC)), we can estimateit following,for instance,
the strategyof Satdonet al. [1994].Indeed,we have

We have the following situation.
From each groundstation we simultaneouslymeas-

spherehas changed. We assumethat the ionosphere the following relationshipsfor the observations:
is stationaryin atSun-fixedreferencesystem. (This
is not true if we consider the magnetic field effects

--Pi--amli+Arebrai
m--12 (2)

and the variabilityof geomagnetic
conditions
[ see,
for example,$anz el al. 1996].)

I i - I•j + Di + Dj is the modifiedSTEC that
Then, we havechosenan Earth-centeredpseudoin- where;J
ertialreference
system(ECI), wheretheX axispoints includes the L 1-L2 differentiM instrumentM delaysfor
i andsatellite
j, Di andDJ;•i isa moditoward the vernal equinoxand the Z axis pointsto- receiver
fied
phase
bias;
p=•
is
the
geometricM
delaybetween
ward the geographicnorth pole; the XY plane is the

celestialequator.In the ECI the Sunis onlymoving satelliteandreceiverand•
1ø per day. The associatedsphericalcoordinatesare

= 40.3/f• in unitsof
meters
x Hz=/(electrons
persquare
meter).

After detectingand repMringthe cycle-slipsof the
the right ascension
c• (azimuthalangle)andthe devJ
clination5 (anglereferredto theequator).Forprac- phasesand estimatingthe modified bias b•i in equatical purposes,i.e., to know which is the TEC over a tion (2), we are ableto estimatethe modifiedSTEC
givenobserver,it canbe interestingto knowtheiono- (includingthe instrumentMdelays)usingthe ionospheric electron distribution in an earth-fixed refer-

spheric combination

ence frame, in terms of longitudeand latitude. As
the main differenceis just a rotation over the Earth
pole, we will represent also in our final results the
projection of the Greenwich meridian.

.

=
General

•2

.

-- •1

(a)

Model

Getting the Ionospheric Delays (or the
Modified STEC)

In the generMtomographicapproach,and not taking into accountthe bendingeffect associatedwith
The slant total electroncontent(STEC) for each the refraction of the ray, we can relate the slant TEC

ray "GPS satellite station" can be obtained from the

with
theelectron
density
N asI• - f• N(F,
t)ds.
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+

+
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'•':'""-:•
Satellite
j

ii •''"'"
Lay
k+l

(4)

i

whereN(ff, t) is the electrondensityat epocht and
position ¾, which is a point that belongsto the ray
between station i and satellite j at distance s of the

ayer k

-•j

station;I i is the ionosphericcombinationin units of
integratedelectrondensity(i.e., the modifiedSTEC)
correspondingto the ray from the satellite j to the

stationi at time t; if/, r• are the positionvectorsof
the station i and satellite j at the observation time;

andDi andDj aretheinstrumental
delaysassociated
with the station i and satellite j. The integral path
is assumed to be extended over the linear ray.
In order to estimate the density N from equa-

tion (4), we can expandit within certainbasisfunctions

iV(•,t)--Z•t#z(v-)

(5)

t

in such a way that

Figure 1. The observationalscenario,representing
only one station-satellite pair.

where ]Vk,I, ASk,I are the mean densityand fraction
of the ray length, respectively,correspondingto the
cell 1 of layer k.

Finally, we have in equation (9) a linear overdetermined system that can be solved by the least
squares method and by taking into account the difficulties in reconstructing the vertical structure poin-

ted out by Hajj et al. [1994].We focusour attention

•i -- • •l

•l(• ds• Di• Dj

(6)

l

on a global description of the electron content con-

sideringonly one layer (k = 1 in equation9), which

would correspond with the simple physical model of
assumingall the electrons distributed in one spherthe dataI, knowing•, •. The instrumental
delays ical layer without radial variation, centered at the
Di, Dj arealsounknowns.
Then,thegeneralmodel maximum density height.
proposed consistsof a certain number of geocentric
So the considered model can be written as
spherical shells covering the ionospheresampled by

Our final purposeis to get an estimationof N, from

the GPSrays. Theseshellsdefinethefloorandceiling
of eachlayer, which is goingto be partitionedwithin

[i -- • iV1,//•81,t
q-Diq-Dj - • Z Mtq-Diq-DJ
t

I

(10)
where
T/=
N•,t
x
h
is
the
TEC
of
the
cell
l,
h
being
For eachlayer k (seeFigure 1) we definethe pixels
or cells{Pk,l•Vl aS thosegivenby a set of centers the thicknessof the layer, and Mt = As•,t/h is the
correspondingmapping function.
{W•,l) with the minimumdistancecriterion:
pixels.

P•,I(• -

0

otherwise

(7)

Then, we can write applyingto equation(6):

Adaptative Pixels Versus Regular Pixels
If we choosea pixel basis function to expand the
electron density, two approaches,among others, are

possibleto definethe pixelsor cells:(1) to considera
regulargrid and (2) to get adaptativecellsin sucha
wherethe unknownsA havebeenreinterpretedas the

way that an approximately equal number of rays per
cell can be assured. Both models present some advantages and disadvantagesidentified from our own

meanelectronicdensityin thecellN•,i. Fromthelast

experience[Juan et al. 1997].

two equations, we get

1. While the regular grid provides a faster algorithm to solve the model, compared with the same
number of parameters,the adaptative approachdoes

k

I

k

I
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Table 1. Description of the Data
Consideredin the Computations

Set

model.

2. When an important density of data is available

Global

in certain regions(ionosphereaboveNorth America
and Europe),the adaptativegriddingprovideshigher

GPS receivers

Time Interval
Number of subsets

spatial resolution for the TEC description in these
zones, with the same number of parameters. To fulfill such resolution with a regular grid, the number
of parameters would be several times greater, with
higher computation time and ill-conditioning prob-

Data

set

60

0200-2200
4

UT

Right ascensionrange of

the rays at 350 km height

00-3600

Declination range of the

raysat 350 km height

lems.

3. Another point is the discretization error, which is
comparable between the two models when equivalent

-900-900

Elevation mask

0ø

Number of rays

•_200,000

These data correspond to October 18, 1995,
with a geomagnetic storm and P code not en-

constraints
are imposed(seethe endof AppendixB).

crypted (antispoofingoff).

In the adaptative approach, the error introduced in
the descriptionby large cells affectsfew rays, so both
effects tends to cancel.

model of the overallionosphere(usingall the IGS
data). To do so,we solveequation(9) with only one
layer [equation10], avoidingin this mannerthe high

These features are the reasons to propose a new
adaptative gridding, where the centers are obtained
by applying the unsupervisedclassifierknown as the

correlations

between

the estimations

of electron dens-

Kohohenneuralnetwork,or selforganizingmap [Kohoncn,1990],to the crossingpointsof eachray with

ity at different heights, as is commentedon by ttajj

the mean shell of the given layer. The resulting cells
are adapted in size, guaranteeing a minimum num-

functions to avoid the problem of poorly populated

½t al. [1994] and by using the adaptativebasisof
cells (mainly in the southernhemispheredue to the
lack of stations). (To avoidthe existenceof empty

ber of crossingpoints per cell (seeAppendixA for
a detailed explanation of the algorithm and Murtagh

or sparsely populated cells in our model, we take the
initial values for the cell centers randomly from the
Then, we propose to estimate the electron dens- input subionosphericpoints. Also, if any sparsely
ity in equation(9) as a two-dimensional
(2-D) global populated cells would appear, our software automat-

[199] for
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Figure 2. International GPS Servicefor Geodynamicspermanentstations used in the
computations.
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2. The mean residual of the slant TEC is •_ 2.10 •6

populatedneighborcells.)

el/m2 (m20cmin delayunits),comparable
withthat

Somepractical aspectsof the problem are commented on in Appendix B.

obtainedby Wilsonet al. [1995].
Conclusions

Computations and Results

We present in this paper the estimation of the
global 2-D ionospheric electron distribution from
The main featuresof the data setsused(provided GPS ground data using an adaptative neural network
by the IGS via anonymousftp) are summarizedin algorithm. The use of the neural network in this work
makes it possible to automatically overcomethe probTable 1. Also, the distribution of stations is plotted
in Figure 2. In order to maximize the amount of data, lem of the nonhomogeneoussampling, dividing each
we do not reject observationstaken at low elevations, layer into a partition of cells or clusters with a similar number of rays. At the same time, solvingfor the
due to the fact that the multipath practically does not
samenumber of parametersas in a regular model, the
affect the L1-L2 phase data.
resolution obtained in the regions of the ionosphere
Estimated
Model
soundedby more rays is greater and the model is not
ill-conditioned. From this point of view, this method
We have computed the 2-D global ionosphereusis not more expensive in computing time than the
ing the least squaresmethod. We use the self organregular models.
izing map algorithm to generatethe adaptative cells
In order to do this, we have considereda new basis
in order to compute the TEC for the data set corData

respondingto October 18, 1995 (subsets0200-0700,
0700-1200, 1200-1700, and 1700-2200 UT; see Fig-

ure 3). (During this period one geomagnetic
storm

of adaptativepixels(Kohonenadaptativepixel basis)
that are defined from a certain number of centers,
obtained with the Kohonen artificial

neural network.

The existenceof the topologicalrelationshipsbetween
occurred, with a high variability of the ionospheric
the neighborscentersin the Kohonen map, simultanelectrondistribution(see,for instance,the document
eouslygeneratedduring the computationof the cells,
http://bolero.gsfc.nasa.gov
/ •solart / cloud/ cloud.
is also taken into account to dramatically reduce the

html.)) We havesolvedequation(9) for oneunique
computationload. (This important feature, from a
layerbetween300 and400 km, taking400 cells(selfpractical point of view, is not directly provided by
organizedalonga 20x20Kohonenmap) and a subray
other "adaptative"/clusteringtechniquessuch as klengthof 5 km (seeappendices
for the details).The
means [see, for example, Murtagh and Hern•indezcells present sizesranging from few squareddegrees
Pajares, 1995]). This new strategyis supportedby
(abovethe clusterof GPS stationsin California)to
the results obtained for October 18, 1995, with the
10-100times greateror more (southernoceans),depending on the small or large sparsity of the data.
In Figure 3 an interesting result appears: the detection

of the TEC

increase

coincident

with

the start

of the geomagneticstorm in the last time interval

detection of the increase of electron content during
the starting of the geomagneticstorm.
Future research,taking this model as starting point,
can be done by studying the electron vertical distribution of the ionosphere,using data with more ver-

(from 1700 to 2200 UT). Indeed, the geomagnetic
tical informationlike the GPS/MET low earth orbiter
Ap index providedeach 3 hoursby NOAA (ftp://
data (seehttp://pocc.gpsmet.ucar.edu/).Then, we
140.172.172.193/stp / geomagnetic_data
/ indices/
could assumeseveral layers with the general model
kp_ap/ 1995)reachesthe valueof 111(severestorm)
(equation(9)) or we couldusethree-dimensional
(3between 2100 and 2400 UT, October 18, 1995. Other
D) cellscomputedin thesameadaptativeway (model
remarkable results are the following:
withoutlayers),withoutincreasingthe correlations.
1. The instrumental delays are similar to the one
obtained by the German Aerospace Research Estab-

Appendix A' The Self-Organizing

lishment(the initialsin germanare DLR) following
thestrategyof Satdonet al. [1994](ftp://ftp.nz.dlr.de Feature Map Algorithm
One of the competitive learning neural network al/pub/navigation/bias/). The rms of the differences
is • 10 cm (_ 0.3 ns) in front of DLR internalrms gorithmsis the self-organizing
map ((SOMA), also
for each instrumental delay of the order of 3 cm.
calledthe Kohonennetwork). It hasthe specialprop-
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erty of creatingspatiallyorganizedrepresentatives
of

, •7c(0)}. After training,everyneuronl G {1,..., c}

thecentroids
(weights
oftheoutputneurons)
foundin

will represent a group of objects with similar features, and the weight vector •t will approximatethe
centroid of these associatedobjects.
2. For each of the n training vectors of the over-

the input vectors.The resultingmapsresemblereal
neural structuresthat appear in the corticesof de-

velopedanimalbrains.The SOMA hasalsobeensuccessfulin variouspattern recognitiontasksinvolving all database,•P, we do the following: (1) We find
noisysignalssuchasspeech
recognition
(seea sum- the node k whoseweight u7kbest approaches• (d
can representthe Euclideandistance):d (uY,
_<
marizedreviewby I'(ohor,
er, [1990]).
The basic aim of this neural network is to find a
(vt, 7P),
(2) We updatethe weight
smallerset {•7•,..., u7c}of c centroids
that provides of the winningnodek and its neighbors,Nk(t), ap-

a goodapproximation
of the originalset $ of n ob- proachingthe training vector as closelyas possible:
jects(input space),with m attributes,encoded
as
vectors•7C S. Intuitively, this shouldmean that for

each• C S the distance
[[
W/(x>
[[ between
x and
theclosest
centroidW•x)should
besmall.Simultan-

•t(t- 1)
lq•N•(t)
w_5(t)_{v•t(t-1)+•(t)H(t)
(•P-llVt(t-1))
l•
N•(t)
(^=)

eously,the algorithmarrangesthe centroidssothat
the associatedmap f from $ to A,

f' $w•t_ux
•

>
>

A•_,,•
f(t•t) - (it,jr)

whereV1 • {1,..., c) and c•(t) is the learningrate,
a suitable monotonic decreasing sequenceof scalar-

(A1) valuedgain coefficients,0 <

c•(t) < 1; the radiusRt
of the activatedneighborhood,
N•(t), is a monotonically decreasing
functionof theiterationt; andH (t) =

reflectsthe topologyof the set $ in a least disthatrepresents
inequatorting way, whereA is the representation
space, exp(-d2/4/•t2) isa function
on the
a two-dimensional set of indices known as the self- tion (A2) thedecayof the activationdepending
distance d in A between the winner unit k and the
organizing
featuremap,or Kohonen
map. Proximity
in A meanssimilarity betweenthe globalproperties
dating neighbor'sweightsinsteadof just that of the
of the associatedgroupsof objects.

considered
unit
l,d- v/(it
- i•)2+(jr- jk)2.
Up-

From a detailed point of view, the Kohonennetwork is composedof a set of c nodes or neurons.
The algorithmschemeis as follows:
1. We initialize at random the weights of the c

nodesof the grid with smallvalues: {W•(0), ...

winning node assuresthe orderingof the net in such
a way that centroidswhich are closein the representation spaceA (dimension2) are updatedto become
similarin the input space•qof dimensionm (seeFigure 4).

i

S(m-dim
INPUT
SPACE)

I] (2-dim REPRESENTATION

SPACE
orKohonen
map)

Figure 4. Orderinginducedby theKohonennetwork.After trainingthedata,thecentroids
which are close within the representationspaceA will also be closewithin the input space
$.
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I

I

I

I

I
I

I
I

Layer k

iI
I

II
I

Kohonenmap

Figure 15.Schemeof the strategyadoptedto classifythe subraysto the correspondingcells,
with a minimumcomputationload (seetext for explanation).

3. Process 2 is repeated for the overall database
until good final training is obtained.

The final point densityfunctionof {•,...,

•7c} is

physical continuity of the ray, knowing the neighbor-

ing betweenthe cells. The Kohonenneural network
gives a bidimensionaltopologicalmap of the cells at

an approximation of the continuousprobability dens-

the same time that it constructs cells with an approx-

ity functionof the vectorialinput variableff(•) [Kohonen,1990,p. 1466].

imatelyequalnumberof elements(seeAppendixA).

Appendix B- Some Practical Aspects
of the

Problem

In order to implement the adaptative strategy, we
have to deal with the problem of the non regular
boundaries between the cells. Indeed, to solve equa-

tion (10), we haveto computefor eachray andfor a
given layer, the cells crossedand the ray path fraction for each one. One procedure is to digitize the
ray within subrays of length L, counting how many

of them are containedin the crossedcells (seeFigure 5).
This approach implies getting the cell to which
each subray belongs; this can be an expensiveoperation, due to the amount of subrays that we have.
One way to avoid suchcomputation load is to use the

The strategy adopted is in two steps. The first is
to compute the cells. From the crossingpoints of all
the rays with the mean spherical shell of the layer,
the centers of the cells are obtained. Simultaneously,

we get the cell membershipof all the rays and [he 2-D
Kohonenmap of the centers,which maintains their 3D neighboringrelationships.The cellsare definedin
the usual way by the nearest center criterium. The
secondstep is to computethe crossingfractionsof
the rays. For a given ray, we know now to which

cell the subraybelongsto (step 1) and hencewhere
it is placedin the Kohonenmap. For a enoughsmall
length and taking into accountthe continuity of the

ray, the next upper(lower)subraymustbelongto the
sameor to a neighborcell (seeFigure5); thenonly a
small subsetof centersmust be explored: neighbors
in the Kohonen map to the center of the last sub-

ray (again,seefigure5). This approachallowsus to

HERNANDEZ ET AL.: IONOSPHERIC ELECTRON CONTENT USING THE GPS

reducethe computationtime an order of magnitude
regardingthe explorationof all the centersto assign
each subray.

Another advantageof this approach,of dividing
each ray into subrays of a certain length L, is that
it introduces a fuzzy feature in the borders between
cells which is equivalentto an implicit smoothingin
the solution, dependingon L. However, this implicit
constraint of continuity could increasethe discretiz-

ation error (whichwouldbe like increasingthe mean
sizeof the cells).
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